We at “Environmental Sciences Research Foundation” (ESRF) have
Organized ourselves to meet the critical need of instrumentation research
and technology development for the climate crisis mitigation projects.
Our experiences over a decade and half and the wide spectrum of
environmental project management, has given us deep insight into the
issues. This is with passionate desire to do, what is most needed and must
at this juncture of human development.
In our endeavor to make a positive contribution to the global environmental
movement, we keep identifying the related gaps in various processes and
develop solutions and systems to overcome them.
One of the such concept project is independent internal Environmental
Audit of residential, industrial and institutional facilities, Which we
have began five
years back with All India Institute Of Medical Sciences,
New Delhi, Which is the premier health Institute of India.
Internal Environmental Audit of the institutions and other facilities
is not a common practice in India as it is considered prerogatives of
regulatory and monitoring bodies like pollution control boards etc.,
who have their specific own agenda.
However , we meet the need of a conscience driven private
environmental assessment and also to draw the benefits under
triple bottom-line approach as modern corporate governance
practice. The increased environmental awareness and concerns
about the hazards locally as well as globally linked to climate crisis,
has given us a big headway.
We do the integrated application of the existing environmental laws along
with global environmental practices to develop programs up to carbon
neutral objectives in totality.
Our other activities include the Solar water heating systems, solar power
generation plants, Ecological management, water management, energy
audits, besides the all time favorite and recycling projects.
There is always a need for development of total environmental management
systems, With ISO accreditations in Fashion, ISO 14001 EMS is being
adopted by many industries and institutions.
Given the opportunity, we will be pleased to associate with you and
contribute to meet the mutual environmental responsibilities together.
Ph. +91-9899007201, Website: www.esrfindia.com, Email : raksol@gmail.com
Come, Lets do the good work together.

